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Looking at the Overlooked 1990
historically and culturally the societies that produced still life painting could hardly
be more diverse what is it then that allows us to place such different types of
image in a single category norman bryson argues that the family resemblances
between the different types of still life stem from their common portrayal of a level
of material culture that retains its fundamental outlines through long spans of time
and across the boundaries and divisions of national culture the culture of domestic
routine and the rituals of hospitality how this low plane reality is historically
viewed and inflected by the higher levels and discourses of the surrounding culture
is the fundamental subject of this book

Still Looking 2005-11-08
from a master of american letters and the author of the acclaimed rabbit series
comes a richly illustrated book of eighteen insightful essays about american art
written while he was the art critic at the new york review of books remarkably
elegant little essays dense in thought and perception but offhandedly casual in
style their brevity makes more acute the sense of regret one feels to see them end
newsday when in 1989 a collection of john updike s writings on art appeared under
the title just looking a reviewer in the san francisco chronicle commented he
refreshes for us the sense of prose opportunity that makes art a sustaining subject
to people who write about it in the sixteen years since just looking was published
he continued to serve as an art critic mostly for the new york review of books and
from fifty or so articles has selected for this book eighteen that deal with american
art after beginning with early american portraits landscapes and the transatlantic
career of john singleton copley still looking then considers the curious case of
martin johnson heade and extols two late nineteenth century masters winslow
homer and thomas eakins next it discusses the eccentric pre moderns james
mcneill whistler and albert pinkham ryder the competing american impressionists
and realists in the early twentieth century and such now historic avant garde
figures as alfred stieglitz marsden hartley arthur dove and elie nadelman two
appreciations of edward hopper and appraisals of jackson pollock and andy warhol
round out the volume america speaks through its artists as updike states in his
introduction the dots can be connected from copley to pollock the same tense
engagement with materials the same demand for a morality of representation can
be discerned in both

Stand Still Like the Hummingbird 1962
collection of stories and essays

Essays on Actions and Events 2001-09-27
donald davidson has prepared a new edition of his classic 1980 collection of essays
on actions and events including two additional essays in this seminal investigation



of the nature of human action davidson argues for an ontology which includes
events along with persons and other objects certain events are identified and
explained as actions when they are viewed as caused and rationalized by reasons
these same events when described in physical biological or physiological terms
may be explained by appeal to natural laws the mental and the physical thus
constitute irreducibly discrete ways of explaining and understanding events and
their causal relations among the topics discussed are freedom to act weakness of
the will the logical form of talk about actions intentions and causality the logic of
practical reasoning hume s theory of the indirect passions and the nature and
limits of decision theory the introduction cross references and appendices
emphasize the relations between the essays and explain how davidson s views have
developed

A Still Moment 1978
introduction harris j the real thing allen j a eudora welty neault d j time in the
fiction of eudora welty griffith a j the poetics of prose fialk owksi b psychic
distances in a curtain of green davis c e eudora welty s t he robber bridegroom and
old southwest humor messerli d metronome and music bradford m e looking down
from a high place mcmillen w circling in desmon d j f pattern and vision in the
optimist s daughter

The Decay of Lying 2020-11-27
the decay of lying an observation by oscar wilde the decay of lying an observation
is an essay by oscar wilde included in his collection of essays titled intentions
published in 1891 this is a significantly revised version of the article that first
appeared in the january 1889 issue of the nineteenth century wilde presents the
essay in a socratic dialogue between with vivian and cyril two characters named
after his own sons their conversation though playful and whimsical promotes wilde
s view of romanticism over realism vivian tells cyril of an article he has been
writing called the decay of lying a protest according to vivian the decay of lying as
an art a science and a social pleasure is responsible for the decline of modern
literature which is excessively concerned with the representation of facts and
social reality he writes if something cannot be done to check or at least to modify
our monstrous worship of facts art will become sterile and beauty will pass away
from the land moreover vivian defends the idea that life imitates art far more than
vice versa nature he argues is no less an imitation of art than life vivian also
contends that art is never representative of a time or place rather the highest art
rejects the burden of the human spirit she develops purely on her own lines she is
not symbolic of any age vivian thus defends aestheticism and the concept of art for
art s sake at cyril s behest vivian briefly summarizes the doctrines of the new
aesthetics in the following terms art never expresses anything but itself all bad art
comes from returning to life and nature and elevating them into ideals life imitates
art far more than art imitates life it follows as a corollary that external nature also
imitates art lying the telling of beautiful untrue things is the proper aim of art the



essay ends with the two characters going outside as cyril asked vivian to do at the
beginning of the essay vivian finally complies saying that twilight nature s chief
use may be to illustrate quotations from the poets as michèle mendelssohn points
out in an era when sociology was still in its infancy psychology wasn t yet a
discipline and theories of performativity were still a long way off wilde s essay
touched on a profound truth about human behaviour in social situations the laws of
etiquette governing polite society were in fact a mask tact was merely an elaborate
art of impression management

Still Loitering 2020
loiterature perhaps ross chambers s most famous book prescribes slow and careful
reading practices but also quick witted analysis this collection draws together
tributes essays and critical responses to his wide ranging work from romanticism
to the present all demonstrating through practice the generative value of loitering

The Chemistry of Fire 2020-11-20
gonzales flight 232 a former national geographic feature writer proves himself a
chronicler par excellence of nature including of the human variety in this excellent
essay collection the psychological nuance and vivid detail throughout will dazzle
readers publishers weekly starred review july 2020 in 1989 laurence gonzales was
a young writer with his first book of essays the still point just published by the
university of arkansas press imagine his surprise one winter day to receive a letter
from none other than kurt vonnegut the excellence of your writing and the depth of
your reporting saddened me in a way vonnegut wrote reminding me yet again what
a tiny voice facts and reason have in this era of wrap around mega decibel rock
and roll several books many articles and a growing list of awards later gonzales
known for taking us to enthralling extremes is still writing with excellence and
depth in this latest collection we go from the top of mount washington and the
worst weather in the world to 12 000 feet beneath the ocean where a naval
intelligence officer discovers the titanic using the government s own spy
equipment we experience night assaults with the 82nd airborne division the
dynamiting of the 100 foot snowpack on going to the sun road in glacier national
park a trip to the international space station the crash of an airliner to the bottom
of the everglades and more the university of arkansas press is proud to bring these
stories to a new era stories that as with all of gonzales s work fairly sing with a
voice all their own chicago sun times

Nothing Stands Still 2013-10-01
arthur m schlesinger was one of america s most distinguished and influential
historians this volume brings together eleven of professor schlesinger s essays not
previously collected in book form written between 1929 and 1965 they fall into two
sections the scholar which includes essays dealing with historical questions and
the citizen which includes those dealing with public affairs



Buffy to Batgirl 2019-09-06
science fiction and fantasy are often thought of as stereotypically male genres yet
both have a long and celebrated history of female creators characters and fans in
particular the science fiction and fantasy heroine is a recognized figure made
popular in media such as alien the terminator and buffy the vampire slayer though
imperfect she is strong and definitely does not need to be saved by a man this
figure has had an undeniable influence on the hunger games divergent star wars
the force awakens and many other more recent female led book and movie
franchises despite their popularity these fictional women have received
inconsistent scholarly interest this collection of new essays is intended to help fill a
gap in the serious discussion of women and gender in science fiction and fantasy
the contributors are scholars teachers practicing writers and other professionals in
fields related to the genre critically examining the depiction of women and gender
in science fiction and fantasy on both page and screen they focus on characters
who are as varied as they are interesting and who range from vampire slayers to
time travelers witches and spacefarers

Still Rebels, Still Yankees, and Other Essays 1957
is paris still the capital of the nineteenth century the question that guides this
volume stems from walter benjamin s studies of nineteenth century parisian
culture as the apex of capitalist aesthetics thirteen scholars test benjamin s ideas
about the centrality of paris formulated in the 1930s from a variety of
methodological perspectives many investigate the underpinnings of the french
capital s reputation and mythic force which was based largely upon the city s
capacity to put itself on display some of the authors reassess the famed centrality
of paris from the vantage point of our globalized twenty first century by
acknowledging its entanglements with south africa turkey japan and the united
states the volume equally studies a broader range of media than benjamin did
himself from modernist painting and printmaking photography and illustration to
urban planning the essays conclude that paris did in many ways function as the
epicenter of modernity s international reach especially in the years from 1850 to
1900 but did so only as a consequence of the idiosyncratic force of its mythic
image above all the essays affirm that the study of late nineteenth century paris
still requires nimble and innovative approaches commensurate with its legend and
global aura

Is Paris Still the Capital of the Nineteenth
Century? 2017-07-05
an expanded and revised edition of dickerson s earlier book experience matters
experience still matters details additional thoughts on user experience design from
former microsoft lead ux designer joseph dickerson newly added topics include
design thinking agile and ux lean ux and more



Experience (Still) Matters 2019-10-31
frank brennan has been a long time advocate for human rights and social justice in
australia this collection of essays brings together some of his major addresses and
writings on justice in the catholic church and in australian society placing the
individual s formed and informed conscience as the centre piece in any work for
justice he surveys recent developments in the catholic church including the
handling of child sexual abuse claims and the uplifting effect of the papacy of
francis the first jesuit pope he then applies catholic social teaching and the
jurisprudence of human rights to contested issues like the separation of powers
and the right of religious freedom and to the claims of diverse groups including
aborigines asylum seekers the dying and same sex couples at every step he is there
in the public square amplifying that still small voice of conscience especially the
voice of those who are marginalised

Amplifying that Still, Small Voice 2015-12-31
best known as the author of the acclaimed novel river of earth 1940 alabama
native james still is one of the most critically acclaimed writers of appalachian
literature this compilation of scholarly essays exploring stills literary work is the
first book length collection of its kind and features contributions from leading
scholars and writers including wendell berry fred chappell jim wayne miller jeff
daniel marion diane fisher dean cadle and hal crowther

Historical Essays 1875
nita has taken the very personal journey of grief and shared it in such powerful
ways that any grieving parent will find comfort and wisdom in her writings
drawing from her experience in the health care field and the shattering effect of
losing both of her sons she provides insight and guidance well beyond her own
story the essays each have a message that can stand alone but they also weave
together throughout the book to make it a valuable resource that can be given to
anyone grieving the death of a child this book puts into words the hope and solace
that comes from living with permission to mourn

James Still 2007-10-09
what does it mean to be a catholic in today s world what distinguishes the modern
catholic from anyone else at a time when the vatican provokes hostility by its
opposition to contraception abortion and the use of condoms in fighting aids how
many catholics share its views and if they don t how can they in good conscience
stay in the church these are among the many questions that writer and
broadcaster peter stanford is addressing here there is a whole spectrum of
response in this entertaining and enlightening collection fascinating a surprisingly
uplifting book sunday telegraph a hard hitting book which criticizes as much as it
praises it should be read by anyone interested in the phenomenon of organized



religion spectator

Where the Morning Light's Still Blue 1994
the author of this book travelled to holland from his native poland to explore the
history of dutch life in the 17th century the 16 prose pieces that make up this book
reveal the author s discriminating artistic eye and poetic sensibility one that revels
in irony humour and a satirist s appreciation of the absurd an inveterate museum
goer he focuses on the art of the period using it as a stepping stone point for an
individual examination of the foibles genius and character of the dutch people as a
whole

Where the Forest Murmurs [two Nature Essays
1914
never before published american society is the product of talcott parsons last
major theoretical project completed just a few weeks before his death this is
parsons promised general book on american society it offers a systematic
presentation and revision of parson s landmark theoretical positions on modernity
and the possibility of objective sociological knowledge even after the passage of
many years american society imparts a remarkably provocative interpretation of us
society and a creative approach to social theory

The Works of Lord Macaulay: Critical and
historical essays 1879
the term still life did not come into being until 1650 the french adopted the term
nature morte dead nature around 1750 the painter de chirico was said to have
preferred the italian term vita silente the japanese however call still life calm
things calm things is the title essay of this collection of meditations on what it is
like to live with still life and to live poetically both an insider s glimpse into the
precarious world of artist and poet and a long gaze at objects and the calm and
silence they hold these essays prize the ordinary radiant gift of common things

Living Still, Loving Always 2004
no one knows colleges better than the princeton review not sure how to tackle the
scariest part of your college application the personal essays get a little inspiration
from real life examples of successful essays that scored in college essays that made
a difference 6th edition you ll find more than 100 real essays written by 90 unique
college hopefuls applying to harvard stanford yale and other top schools along with
their stats and where they ultimately got in tips and advice on avoiding common
grammatical mistakes q a with admissions pros from 20 top colleges including
connecticut college cooper union the university of chicago and many more this 6th
edition includes application essays written by students who enrolled at the



following colleges amherst college barnard college brown university bucknell
university california institute of technology claremont mckenna college cornell
university dartmouth college duke university georgetown university harvard
college massachusetts institute of technology northwestern university pomona
college princeton university smith college stanford university swarthmore college
wellesley college wesleyan university yale university

Still on the Lookout/soft Cover 2023-05-12
this anthology offers a fresh approach to the philosophical aspects of photography
the essays written by contemporary philosophers in a thorough and engaging
manner explore the far reaching ethical dimensions of photography as it is used
today a first of its kind anthology exploring the link between the art of
photography and the theoretical questions it raises written in a thorough and
engaging manner essayists are all contemporary philosophers who bring with them
an exceptional understanding of the broader metaphysical issues pertaining to
photography takes a fresh look at some familiar issues photographic truth
objectivity and realism introduces newer issues such as the ethical use of
photography or the effect of digital imaging technology on how we appreciate
images

Why I Am Still a Catholic 2006-05-23
fifteen prominent anglicans speak up for their church at a time when internal strife
threatens to break it apart

Still Life with a Bridle 1993-01
still alive recounts the perilous odyssey of a renowned man of letters through the
endless political crises of eastern europe in the mid twentieth century jan kott
polish essayist and theater critic author of the landmark work shakespeare our
contemporary winner of literary awards on two continents tells of his association
with the surrealist circles in paris before the second world war his adventures as a
partisan in the polish underground his postwar involvement in the polish
communist party his disillusionment with communism and finally his emigration to
america his story reveals not only the dramatic turns of an individual life but also
the fate of a whole generation of eastern european intellectuals at once witty
suspenseful and profound kott s memoir begins with a boccie game played in 1939
with trotsky s future murderer and ends with a deeply moving description of his
fifth heart attack in 1991 that illuminates the book s main concern how to make
sense of one s own existence kott does not pose this as a philosophic problem but
as a natural response to the extreme situations he was forced to master and
survive this is the remarkable testimony of a man whose life brought him many
opportunities to face the consequences of radical choice and in whom the
consciousness of those essential encounters continues to resonate published in
polish in 1990 and acclaimed by critics throughout europe the book is now



available in english for the first time kott has added much new material to this
edition including the final chapter

Essays on medicine, being an investigation of
homoeopathy and other medical system 1874
winner of the believer book award for nonfiction meghan o gieblyn s deep and
searching essays are written with a precise sort of skepticism and a slight ache in
the heart a first rate and riveting collection lorrie moore a fresh acute and even
profound collection that centers around two core and related issues of american
identity faith in general and the specific forms christianity takes in particular and
the challenges of living in the midwest when culture is felt to be elsewhere what
does it mean to be a believing christian and a midwesterner in an increasingly
secular america where the cultural capital is retreating to both coasts the critic
and essayist meghan o gieblyn was born into an evangelical family attended the
famed moody bible institute in chicago for a time before she had a crisis of belief
and still lives in the midwest aka flyover country she writes of her existential
dizziness a sense that the rest of the world is moving while you remain still and
that rich sense of ambivalence and internal division inform the fifteen superbly
thoughtful and ironic essays in this collection the subjects of these essays range
from the rebranding as it were of hell in contemporary christian culture hell a
theme park devoted to the concept of intelligent design species of origin the
paradoxes of christian rock sniffing glue henry ford s reconstructed pioneer town
of greenfield village and its mixed messages midwest world and the strange
convergences of christian eschatology and the digital so called singularity ghosts
in the cloud meghan o gieblyn stands in relation to her native midwest as joan
didion stands in relation to california which is to say a whole hearted lover albeit
one riven with ambivalence at the same time
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